Ref.: SMG/95.07

The Permanent Mission of the Republic of The Sudan to the United Nations Office and other International Organizations in Geneva presents its compliments to the Secretariat of the Committee on the Rights of the Child and with reference to the Mission’s note No. SMG/68.07 dated 5 April 2007, has the honour to convey herewith an updated list of the Sudan delegation to the Forty-fifth Session (21 May – 8 June):-

1. H.E. Mr. Sami Abd Eldaim Yassin, State Minister, Ministry of Social Welfare and Women and Child Affairs.
3. H.E. Ambassador Dr. Ibrahim Margani Ibrahim Mohamed Kareir, Permanent Representative, Sudan Mission-Geneva.
4. Mr. Hussein M. Farah, Head of Coordination and Monitoring Department at NCCW.
5. Colonel Adam Ibrahim Mohamed, Head of Women and Children Protection Unit.
6. H.E. Ambassador Mr. Omer Dahab F. Mohamed, Deputy Permanent Representative, Sudan Mission-Geneva.
8. Mrs. Igbal Elamin, Second Secretary, Sudan Mission-Geneva.
9. Mr. John Batiy, Representative of the South Government.
10. Mrs. Elham Ibrahim Moh, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
11. Mrs. Mary James Ajith, Legal Counsel.
12. Mr. Abdelgassim Omer Daif Alla Ali, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
13. Mr. Mekhok Makur Majen, Police Officer.

The Permanent Mission of The Sudan avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat of the Committee on the Rights of the Child the assurances of its highest considerations.

Geneva, 14 May 2007

Secretariat of the Committee
of the Rights of the Child
Palais des Nations
8-14, avenue de la Paix
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Fax: 022 917.90.22
The Permanent Mission of the Republic of The Sudan to the United Nations Office and other International Organizations in Geneva presents its compliments to the Secretariat of the Committee on the Rights of the Child and with reference to the Mission's note No. SMG/95.07 dated 14 May 2007, has the honour to inform the inclusion of Dr. Attiat Mustafa, member of the Sudanese Human Rights Consultative Council in the list of the Sudan delegation to the Forty-fifth Session of the Committee on the Rights of the Child (21 May – 8 June):-

The Permanent Mission of The Sudan avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat of the Committee on the Rights of the Child the assurances of its highest considerations.

Geneva, 24 May 2007

Secretariat of the Committee of the Rights of the Child
Palais des Nations
8-14, avenue de la Paix
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Fax: 022 917.90.22
Permanent Mission of
The Republic of the SUDAN
To the U.N. Office, Geneva

Ref.: SMG/107.07

The Permanent Mission of the Republic of The Sudan to the United Nations Office and other International Organizations in Geneva presents its compliments to the Secretariat of the Committee on the Rights of the Child and with reference to the Mission’s note No. SMG/95.07 dated 14 May 2007, has the honour to inform the inclusion of the following names in the list of the Sudan delegation to the Forty-fifth Session of the Committee on the Rights of the Child (21 May – 8 June):-

1. Mr. Mshiech Makur Rual
2. Mr. Mahmoud Abaker Degdeg

The Permanent Mission of The Sudan avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat of the Committee on the Rights of the Child the assurances of its highest considerations.
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